
Dear all,

As advised last Friday, we are now ready to share details of the easing of certain COVID-19
restrictions across both Terminals.

Whilst we are able to relax some of the measures in place, we must remain vigilant and continue to
respect those which are being kept. The pandemic remains very much present, and we continue to
observe positive Covid-19 cases among our teams.

Here are the planned relaxations and protective measures that will be eased, removed, or
remain mandatory:

Restrictions eased or removed Protective measures maintained

Wearing of
masks

Becomes non-mandatory:

In shared offices and control
rooms

In meeting/training rooms

In communal indoor and outdoor
environments

On the customer journey, inside
and outside

In shared small vehicles (if fewer
than 9 people on-board)

Staff who would like to continue to
wear them can do so.

Remains mandatory:

In Freight buses, on the Club Cars
and on Passenger Shuttles

During Occupational Health
Consultations

Masks remain available to all staff

On-board
instructions

Customers authorised to leave
vehicles on Passenger Shuttles 
(if wearing a mask)

On-board toilets remain closed

The reopening of toilets is planned in the
medium term. The date will be defined
beforehand with Rolling Stock and Onet

Staff Canteens Return to full capacity Keep 2 to 3 places isolated for any
vulnerable staff

Meeting and
training rooms

Return to full capacity Maintain ventilation recommendations

Social
distancing
rules, cleaning
regimes and
Covid signage  

Across the site, in customer and
staff areas:

Seating areas back to full
capacity

End of one-way and queuing
systems in buildings 
End of signage and instructions
around vending machines

Toilet facilities fully open

Maintained:

Good hygiene measures to avoid the
spread of the virus

Cleaning procedures

Ventilation of premises

Limit any physical greetings such as
shaking hands
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Plexiglass

Keep capacity reduction in Club Cars

Flexiplus self-service buffets remain
closed

Continue to take care of yourself and those close to you.

Laetitia Brun and Guillaume Rault




